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To Wish Harm on the Sin is to Wish Harm on the Sinner
As Christianity is about opposing sin it claims that sin is everybody's business. It says you don't have to pry into the sins of
others but you know they do sin and you try to help them deal with that. This gives rise to love the sinner and hate the sin.
Hate implies wishing more than something didn’t happen or exist but expresses the wish to hurt it as well. It’s a violent
emotion and you can’t want to hurt the sin without wanting to hurt the sinner for to hurt the sin you have to hurt the sinner.
You hurt or offend against the sinner by hating them. It would be foolish to want to hurt sin if you separate it from the
sinner and it wouldn’t be possible. When you hurt things it is your way of taking it out on a person. For example, the
fiancée who flushes the engagement ring down the toilet does it not to spite the ring but to spite her fiancé.
If you hate the sin you must hate the sinner for the sinner freely commits the sin. Sin is a quality a person has and you are
your qualities. For one to hate your sin and wish evil on it is to wish evil on you and hate you. If a person hated your
kindness, you would know that is only another way of saying they hate you. So why pretend they don't hate you if they hate
your sin?
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If the sin is hateful the sinner is as well for the sinner freely causes the sin. There would be no sin without the sinner and
how could you love the sinner if you pretend that they had nothing to do with their sin? It is hypocritical to separate the
person from the sin as if the person was not to blame for the sin. That is not love at all for it is blessing their sins by
developing the attitude that their sin is not part of them. To love the sinner and not the sin is to pretend that the sinner has
had nothing to do with the sin which is hardly loving or sincere for the sinner needs to be freed from the sin for sin must be
bad for her or him when you have to hate it.
The reason you can love the sick person but hate the disease is because that person is not causing the disease so those who
say we must love the sinner and hate the disease of sin because we can love the patient and hate the illness have to be
deliberately trying to mislead. They insult people who battle disease too.

To hate the sin and to love the sinner makes out that there is a distinction without a difference. It is like saying, "I hate your
Christianity but admire your religious notions." "I oppose everything about you and everything that you do but I don't
oppose you." "I am glad you are alive but I am opposed to the fact that you are breathing."
If you told a black person you loved them but you hated their skin colour it would be rightly disbelieved that you really
love them. A sin or evil character is more personal than skin colour so you hate the sinner if you say you hate the sin.
Notice how it condones racism by implication?

If you say John’s essay is stupid that is the same as calling John stupid though many pretend it is not. If to call John clever
is to say John is clever that means to call John stupid is to say John is stupid. Religion pretends that it doesn't think John is
stupid. This shows it is wilful dishonesty and false charm. It makes altruism impossible for it is meant to be free from lies
but this bases it on lies.

Belief in love the sinner and hate the sin (we call it belief for the sake of argument - but can a person truly believe it? NO!)
does not stop the person feeling outraged and hated and degraded if somebody admonishes their sin. Those who believe,
"Love the sinner and hate the sin means you do not condemn the sinner as bad and worthy of hate" are not helping at all they only look as if they do. What is the point of the doctrine if it makes one no different from people who hate sinners?
You get angry at being called a sinner and the sin being condemned simply BECAUSE you know the condemner knows
you have a good side. Really what you have is the believer in loving the sinner and hating the sin and the person who
believes in hating the sin with the sinner doing the same thing except the first pretends to be any different from the second.
Some act as if they hate the sin when the sinner does it but as the sinner stops it and may do better after they tend to look at
the person as a whole. For example, you steal thousands but afterwards you behave better and redeem yourself in their eyes.
This is not hating the sin and loving the sinner. It is hating the sinner until the sinner stops the sin.
Insults God
It is bad enough to be an unbeliever and promote the lie of loving wrongdoers and hating wrong but it is worse to say that
God does the same, to blacken the being you say is all good. Despite all its “love” for God, God-religion is intrinsically
blasphemous and deepens vice. The atheist will have the best hope of entering the kingdom of Heaven if there is a God just

like Jesus said adulteresses and tax collectors would have more hope than the respectable Jewish leaders.
If God hates sin and not the sinner, then he loves the evil demons in Hell as much as he loves the greatest saint. The wrath
and hatred of God are only directed at sin. It is not the sinner. But then if that is true the demons should be released from
Hell. If their sin is the problem and they are not then their punishment is unjust. Why are they bearing the consequences of
their actions and choices if they are not in some way the sin they are being punished for?
Hate is hate and if you start hating the sin as if it were a kind of person that is only opening the door to hating people. The
person who hates one person soon starts increasing the number.
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